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ABSTRACT
Asynchronous circuits already have shown their benefits. The
main drawback is the lack of powerful CAD and layout
generation tools limiting the widespread use of the asynchronous
methodology. QDI asynchronous circuits are known as a
powerful category of asynchronous circuits targeting
performance and power driven design. In this paper we
addressed standard cell implementation of the template based
QDI circuits utilizing standard layout generation tools. This is
achieved by analyzing and removing outer cell isochronic fork
constraint which is the main timing constraints limiting the
standard layout generation. The isochronic fork free final netlist
has 10-20% area overhead in average which is the cost of
facilitating the use of standard CAD tools.
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Design
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1.

INTRODUCTION

implemented as full-custom transistor netlists using nonstandard layout tools, standard cell approach is gaining
popularity [6]. Lines introduced transistor level PCFB/PCHB
templates [5] which are later used in the synthesis flow of the
Persia. The outlines of the standard cell implementation of these
templates will be presented in this paper while the main focus is
on the isochronic fork timing constraint in standard cell
implementation. Each pipeline template in Persia is composed of
a number previously laid out standard cells that can be
connected to each other with nearly no special timing
constraints. The cells are designed to encapsulate all isochronic
forks inside to simplify the task of layout generation. TSYN can
optionally produce a completely isochronic fork-free netlist at
the cost of 10-20% increase in the layout size as will be
discussed in the paper. For the purpose of benchmarking, the
synthesis results for a Read Solomon decoder and a simple 8–bit
RISC processor will be demonstrated in the results section.
The outline of the paper is as follows: section 2 briefly
introduces QDI templates. Traditional and standard cell
implementation for PCFB QDI templates are discussed in
subsection 2-1 and 2-2. In section 3 the nature of the isochronic
forks constraint is discussed. Section 4 is dedicated to the
isochronic forks in the standard cell implementation of the QDI
templates. Techniques to eliminate inter-cell isochronic forks are
also presented in this section. Results are presented in section 5,
and finally section 6 concludes the paper.

Reduction in the size and the growth in number of the transistors
in contemporary circuits signify the problem of global
synchronization. One solution is to eliminate the global clock
signal and take advantage of asynchronous design
methods[1][2].

2.

Persia [3] is an asynchronous synthesis tool intended to provide
an automatic synthesis in the field of QDI [4] (Quasi Delay
Insensitive) asynchronous circuits. In this paper the techniques
used in template synthesizer of the Persia (TSYN) to eliminate
global timing constrained and simplify layout generation will be
introduced.

Most of the asynchronous methodologies including QDI assume
unbounded finite delays for both functional elements and wires
which can be considered as a great timing relaxation. In QDI
methodology for a special class of branched wires known as
isochronic forks while the unbounded finite delay assumption is
still valid for both the root and all the branches, correct
functionality requires that the delay of the branches are nearly
equal. More precisely the difference between the delays of the
branches must be lower than the delay of a functional unit. It has
been shown that practical asynchronous circuits can not be made
without isochronic forks [4].

While traditionally asynchronous pipeline templates [5] are
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QDI TEMPLATE BASED CIRCUITS

As one of the main benefits of asynchronous design is the
relaxation of timing constraints, the correct functionality of QDI
asynchronous circuit is still requires some weakened timing
constraints.

In this section we briefly review the QDI PCFB templates and
their traditional synthesis method and then we provide a method
to synthesize a PCFB template to standard-cell library.

2.1 Traditional PCFB Implementation

Vdd

A PCFB template is an asynchronous buffer circuit that in each
cycle of its operation reads some inputs, performs a particular
calculation, and then writes the results to one or more of its
output ports. All I/O read or write operations are done using
dual-rail four-phase handshaking protocol.
Figure 1 shows the internal implementation of the simple buffer
described using the traditional custom transistor netlist. The
following sub-circuits can be enumerated for the circuit:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A_Valid
Reset
en
A_Ack
Read_A_1

en

Output generation circuit
Input validity check circuit
Output validity check circuit
A sub circuit that generates the acknowledge of inputs
A sub circuit that generates en signal

A_Valid

OutputValid

Figure 2: Input Ack Circuit
A_Ack

All_Input_Ack

B_Ack

en

X_Valid

A_Ack
B_Ack

en
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Figure 3: Generating en with standard cells
Generating outputs: Traditional PCFB templates have
transistor-level nonstandard net-lists and each function must be
implemented using a specific transistor network. In contrast to
the traditional way, we can implement F as a combination of
special standard library operators using a simple technology
mapper which targets dual rail standard library primitives.
Figure 4 shows the implementation of network of the simple
function F = xy + z using special dual rail standard cells.
Figure 1: Internal structure of a simple on-bit PCFB buffer

2.2 Standard cell PCFB Implementation
In general, besides some parts of I/O validity check circuitry that
can be directly implemented using standard gates, most parts of
a PCFB template can not be built using standard cell.
I/O validity check: Input and output validity check is the only
part of a PCFB that can be implemented using standard gated
and C-Elements [7] in a straight forward manner without any
modifications.
Input Ack Cell: The circuit that generates the acknowledge
signal of input ports, always has a unique form of Figure 2. So
we can create a special cell for this purpose in the standard
library.
en Signal Cell: In PCFBs with unconditional input ports, en
signal can be created by combining acknowledge signals of the
inputs and the validity signals of the outputs using a C-Element.
As shown in Figure 3, we can create this signal with standard
cells.

Figure 4: Implementation of F = xy + z with standard cells

3. THE ISOCHRONIC FORK CONSTRAINT
For correct functionality, isochronic fork property must be
asserted in the final implementation of the circuit. Violating this

property can lead to introduction of logical hazards, premature
firing of signals, and generation of unwanted tokens.
Hazards must be avoided in asynchronous design since the
values of the signals are continuously monitored by its fan-out
gates. Theoretically hazard avoidance is done by means of the
concept of indication. A transition on signal A indicates a
transition on signal B if the former transition can not be occurred
until the latter transition completes. There will be no hazards in
a system if every signal is indicated by at least one other signal
in the design [7].
Indication is a property of the elementary gates; Depending on
the logical structure of a gate, it may or may not indicate each of
its inputs. In general in each CMOS gate, every input signal that
goes to the pull up network is indicated for falling transitions as
far as there is no bypassing path available in the pull up. The
same is true about the signals connected to pull down for rising
edge transition. Every signal that is connected to both pull down
and pull up is indicated by the output of the CMOS gate for both
rising and falling transition.
In a QDI circuit any forks that has non-indicated branches must
be implemented as an isochronic fork. So the major candidate
branched wires for isochronic forks are those that their output
branches go to the inputs of the gates that can not acknowledge
both rising and falling transitions on their inputs.
As an example of hazard introduction in the circuits due to the
violation of an isochronic consider Figure 5.

In another way, Isochronic forks can be handled in physical
design by letting placement and routing to be aware of this new
timing constraint. While some efforts are made on isochronic
fork-aware placement and routing, there is no reliable layout
tool available yet.
Persia synthesis tool proposes a new solution for the problem.
This method is based on handling isochronic forks inside the
manually laid out standard cells. Inter-cell connection between
these cells while is not completely DI has no isochronic forks.
Since Persia doesn’t impose any timing constraints on physical
design, it can work with every standard back-end layout tool.
The major technique that assists Persia in achieving this goal is
the innovative selection of the standard cells and some
modifications in the template synthesizer.

4. ISOCHRONIC FORKS IN STANDARD CELL
BASED PCFB TEMPLATES
In this section we analyze the nature of the branched wires in
general circuits synthesized by Persia using the set of standard
cells introduced in previous sections.
Isochronic forks can be distinguished by considering internal
structure of the cells. Any branch that is not indicated by the cell
connected to makes the whole branched wire isochronic.
According to our analysis, branched wires can be classified to
the following categories:
·

Input Signals: Each rail of the input signals of a
PCFB is branched and connected to both inputValid
and function cells.

·

InputAck: internal inputAck signal is forked to
inputAck port of the corresponding input and the
circuit producing the allInpAck signal which is
required to produce the en signal.

·

OutputValid: output valid goes to all inputAck
generator cells and the en cell.

·

en signal: en signal goes to each inputAck Generator
cell, every function cell, and the cells that compute
conditions in conditional input/output PCFBs.

·

OutputAck: outputAck branches to all function cells.
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Figure 5: Hazard due to violation of iso. fork
First of all, the fork is isochronic because the AND gate doesn’t
indicate its input for falling edge transition. Consider the
situation that the branch connected to the AND gate (A1) has a
larger delay value; A falling edge on this branch is not indicated
so while C-elements indicated that its corresponding signal (A2)
is low, it is still possible that A1 has a high value. Considering
that at the start of each circuit cycle the value of A is assumed to
be zero a premature transition on Y can be generated as soon as
B goes high. This pre-matured firing can lead to a static hazard
if A1 goes low close enough to rising transition on B.

3.1 Dealing with Isochronic Forks in The Layout
Generation
The simplest way to handled Isochronic forks is using manual
layout for coarse grained logic cells (at PCFB level for example)
and only allow completely delay insensitive interconnects inside
the cells. This approach is not applicable for large practical
designs and can not be used in a fully automated asynchronous
synthesis tool knowing that the logic portion of the PCFB/PCHB
must be implemented arbitrary.

Hereby, we will analyze each of these classes to indicate that
which inter-cell isochronic forks are exists in the final
implementations. We also present a number of solutions that are
used to eliminate global isochronic forks.

4.1 Forks on Input Signals
The Branch on the input signals is the most important isochronic
fork on PCFB template. Either the template is implemented in
custom transistor level or using our proposed standard cells, we
must care about the implementation of this type of forks. Each
of the rails of every dual rail input is connected to both input
validity check and the function circuitry as shown if Figure 6.
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Or2
And2
Nand2
Nand3
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8.7%
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46.8%

By accepting this amount of area overhead, the input forks can
be implemented without any special timing considerations.

4.2 Forks on the OutputAck Signal
Figure 6. Forks on Input Signals
While input validity circuitry completely indicates both rising
and falling transition on each rail of the inputs, function cells
can not perform complete indication on the inputs. First of all,
since input signals only go to the pull down network, they can
not be indicated for falling edge transitions.
Secondly, depending on the general structure of transistors used
in the pull down of each function cell, parallel paths may exist in
the pull down of the gates which can harm the indication of the
rising edge of the input signals. For example in an OR gate there
exist two parallel paths in the pull down, therefore activation of
either path can lead to the validation of the output. This property
is known as weak indication that may generate new isochronic
forks in an implementation.
The problem with this type of forks is that the non-indicated
inputs can remains valid and produce unwanted tokens in the
next execution cycle of the PCFB. To eliminate weak indication,
it is required that no gate can produce output until all of its
inputs get valid. This is done by adding all required minterms to
the pull down network such that the activation of each path in
the pull down ensures the validation of all the inputs. For
example consider the pull down network of a 3-input OR gate
shown in Figure 7 (a). By adding all the min-terms to the pull
down and performing the possible transistor sharing, the
network of Figure 7 (b) which fully indicates the validation of
all inputs can be obtained.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Full validity indication (a) ordinary gate (b) full
validity indicating gate
Table 1 shows the amount of area overhead resulted from
applying above solution to standard dual railed logic gates.
Table 1. Strong Indication Transistor Overheads

In standard cell implementation of the PCFB templates, general
functional expressions must be realized as stated before. In our
synthesis flow this is done in a technology mapping section. The
output of the technology mapping is a netlist of dual rail library
gates that are cascaded to form the general function. As it can be
seen in Figure 4 each of these gates must receive outputAck
signal which is responsible of neutralizing the intermediate
outputs. It can be shown that the branched outputAck must be
implemented as isochronic fork.
Consider Figure 8 which shows a function composed of two
cascaded gates.
Out_Ack
Vdd

Vdd

en

en
Reset

Out_Ack

Reset
Out_Ack
Out_0

Func A

Func B

Figure 8. Forks on the OutputAck Signal
If Function A receives the outputAck signal with considerable
delay comparing to Function B, it can be expected that its
intermediate output remains valid even after neutralization of
Function B which produces the final output. Since the output
validity circuitry only indicates neutralization of the output of
Function B, and no signal indicates the neutralization of
intermediate outputs, it is always possible to have unwanted data
tokens on intermediate signals which can disturb the
functionality of the circuit in next execution cycle.
To solve this problem, the neutralization of the intermediate
signals must be indicated too. This can be done by adding
weaker validity check circuitry on the intermediate signals
which only indicates neutralization. While adding weak validity
checks have the disadvantage of adding more area it can
completely removes the global isochronic assumption on the
outputAck signal.

4.3 Fork on the InputAck Signal
The other branched wire exists in the final standard cell
implementation is on InputAck which is connected to both the
corresponding outgoing inputAck port and the allInpAck circuit.

The allInpAck circuit is a circuit composed of OR gates
followed by a C-element gate as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 10. Chaining inputAck cells
Figure 9. AllInputAck circuit
While the branch to the inputAck port is indicated due to the
delay insensitive assumption on handshake ports, it seems that
allInpAck circuit can not indicate the rising edge of the inputAck
signals. The OR gates seems not to be able to indicate the rising
edge of its input but this is not the case here, since by the nature
of the logic it is guaranteed that the two input signals of the OR
gate is completely exclusive; a high value on the read condition
signal (Read_A_0) informs that no acknowledge signal (A_Ack)
is ever generated and so the OR gate in this special case can
indicate both falling and rising edge transitions on both of its
exclusive inputs. By this discussion it is fairly clear that no
special care must be considered in implementing inputAck
branched signal as it is not an isochronic fork.

5.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The proposed techniques to eliminate inter-cell isochronic forks
are implemented in Persia asynchronous synthesis tool. The
results for a set of benchmark circuits from simple buffers to a
Reed Solomon Decoder and a simple 8-bit RISC is depicted in
Table 2 and also shown graphically in Figure 11.
An area overhead of 10%- 20% is the cost for simpler layout
implementation with less timing constraints. By elimination of
the inter-cell isochronic forks the final netlist of standard cells
can be placed and routed using standard layout generation tools
which is an important benefit; recalling that non of the
commercially available layout tools consider a timing constraint
similar to isochronic requirement.
Table 2. Benchmarking results

4.4 Fork on the outputValid Signal
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Consider the situation where one of the inputAck cells observes
the outputValid signal after the time en generation circuit sees.
On receiving the falling edge of the outputValid, the enable will
goes high and the next execution cycle of the PCFB initiated. In
this situation a premature acknowledge may be generated for the
corresponding input while for that inputAck cell both en and
outputValid are high (refer to Figure 2). To solve this problem it
is only required to ensure that all the inputAck cells observe the
output valid sooner than the en generation circuitry. This is
down by a simple layout trick in implementing inputAck cell. If
we ensure that outputValid passes through a chain of inputAck
cells before going to the C-element of the en generation circuitry
by changing the interconnection of these cells as shown in
Figure 10, it can be guaranteed that no premature input
acknowledge can be generated. So by a simple layout technique
by paying nearly no overheads, we can get ride of the isochronic
fork on outputValid Signal.

Circuits

Area Overhead

The output valid signal goes to all inputAck cells and to the en
generation circuit which is a simple C-element gate. Since
inputAck cell does not indicates outputValid for falling transition
(Figure 2), output valid must be implemented as an inter-cell
isochronic fork which is not acceptable in our design
methodology.

Benchm ark Circuits

4.5 Fork on the en signal
No special consideration must be made for en signal as all the
function cells and the InputAck cells have it in their both pull up
and pull down networks.

Figure 11. Area Overheads

6. CONCLUSION
A novel standard cell implementation technique for
asynchronous QDI circuits based on pre-designed templates
(PCHB/PCFB) was introduced. Using standard cells is the basic

step toward utilizing standard layout tools however as have been
shown for QDI circuit it is not sufficient in the presence of
global isochronic fork timing constraints.
The nature of isochronic fork in asynchronous circuits and the
ways violating this constraint can harm system functionality
were discussed extensively. The major isochronic forks in
proposed standard cell implementation for QDI PCFB/PCHB
templates are classified.
Global inter-cell isochronic forks can be eliminated by accepting
some area overheads. By means of encapsulating isochronic
forks inside the standard cells no timing constraints are imposed
on inter-cell interconnect which is the key to use standard cell
layout generation tools for asynchronous circuits.
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